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Abstract. With the exception of acetone it is not generally recognizedhow
important atmosphericcarbonylsand alkyl radicals are in the lower stratosphere
and upper troposphere. Carbonyl compoundsare the crucial intermediate species
for the autocatalyticproductionof OH. For example,in the upper troposphereand
lowerstratosphereit is calculatedbasedon data assimilationanalysisof Atmospheric
Trace MoleculeSpectroscopy
Experiment (ATMOS) data that CH3 productiondue

to the degradationof carbonylscontributesaround40% to the overallproduction
of CH3, a key initiation step for HOx production, with the contribution due to the
photolysisof CH3CHO being comparableto that of acetone. So correctlymodeling
the alkyl radical concentrationsis of central importance and has not be given the
attention it deservesto date. The reactions of carbonyls with Br and C1 are also
major sourcesof HBr and HC1. In short, carbonylcompoundsplay a central role
in atmosphericchemistry closeto the tropopause, and this is directly relevant to
issuessuchas the assessment
of the impact of air traffic, and ozonedepletion.
1.

Introduction

group and the acidity of any alpha hydrogens that are
present.

The recentWorld Meteorological
Organization[1998]
The sectionswhich follow review the major roles of
(WMO) report report concludesthat our understand- atmosphericcarbonyls. However, before examining the

ing of tropospheric OH is incomplete, especially with atmospheric chemistry of carbonyls in more detail, let
regard to sourcesof upper tropospheric OH and the us examine the credentialsof the photochemicalmodel.
chemistry of polluted conditions. This is particularly
significantwhen we recall that HOx cyclesare the dom- 2. Model
Calculation
inant catalytic ozone loss cycles in midlatitudes below
The numerical model used in this study is the exten20 km [Lary, 1997; WMO, 1998].

Aldehydes and ketones are key intermediates in at- sively validated AutoChem model [Lary et al., 1995b;
mospheric chemistry. In the atmosphere they are pro- Lary, 1996;Fisher and Lary, 1995; Wang et al., 2000].
duced by the oxidation of hydrocarbons,and some are The model is explicit and uses the adaptive-timestep,

alsoemitted directly (e.g., acetone).Becausethey un- error monitoring,[Stoerand Bulirsch,1980]time intedergo a wide variety of reactions, both chemical and gration schemedesignedby Presset al. [1992]for stiff
photolytic, they play a major role in many atmospheric
processes.Notably, the >C=O group is a chromophore
allowing absorption to occur at long wavelengths. The
reactivity of thesecompoundsariseslargely through two
featuresof their structures: the polarity of the carbonyl

1Alsoat the Centrefor AtmosphericScience,CambridgeUniversity, Cambridge,England, United Kingdom.

systems of equations.

P hotolysisrates are calculatedusingfull sphericalgeometry and multiple scatteringas describedby Lary and

Pyle [1991a,b] after Meier et al. [1982];Nicoletet al.
[1982]with the treatment of sphericalgeometryafter
Anderson[1983].The photolysis
rate usedfor eachtime
stepis obtainedby 10 point Gaussian-Legendre
integration after Presset al. [1992].The time stepusuallyused
is 15 min.

AutoChem useskinetic data largely basedon DeMote

2Nowat the Schoolof Chemistry,Universityof Bristol,Bristol,
England, United Kingdom.
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et al. [1997]and Atkinsonet al. [1997],with the recent
NO2 and HNO3 kineticsof Donahueet al. [1997],Fulle
et al. [1998],Brownet al. [1999a],and Portmannet al.
[1999]evaluatedby Brownet al. [1999b],andthe recent
OH+C10 kineticsof KegleyOwenet al. [1999].
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In addition, it was the first model to ever have the fa-
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periment(ATMOS) instrument[Abramset al., 1996;
Newchurchet al., 1996]. Observations
of 16species
mea-
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suredby ATMOS and the Upper AtmosphereResearch

Satellite (UARS) were simultaneously
used, namely:
03, NO, NO2, N205, HNO3, HObNOb, HCN, C10,
C1ONO2,N20, CO, CO2, CH4, C2H6, and H20, togetherwith StratosphericAerosoland Gas Experiment
(SAGE) aerosolobservations.The model is therefore
highly constrained,and so any deficiencyin our ki-

1E-009

ATMOS0bservabons
C2H6

..........

together within a mathematical framework our obser-

vational and theoreticalknowledgetogether with their
associateduncertainties.In a least squaressenseit providesthe best fit simulationof the model to any available observationswithin the assimilationperiod. In this
caseit was a 1-day period of data from the spaceshuttle
borne AtmosphericTrace Molecule Spectroscopy
Ex-
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cility to perform4D variationaldata assimilation(4DVAR) [Fish½l'a71dLa•'y,1995]. This is a "stateof the
art" techniqueused extensivelyin meteorology. The
use of data assimilationin atmosphericchemistryhas
been reviewedby Lary [1999]. It allowsus to bring
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Figure 1. A comparisonof the observedC2H• and
CH4 concentrationsobtained using data assimilation
with the AutoChem

model and the observations of AT-

MOS for 40øSat 17.45 local solartime on March 29,
1993. Observationsof 15 speciesmeasuredby ATMOS
used,namely:03, NO,
netic descriptionis readily highlighted. As this "state and UARS weresimultaneously
NO2,
N205,
HNO3,
HO2NO2,
HCN, C10, C1ONO2,
of the art" techniqueis not yet widely used in atmospheric chemistry it is valuable to mention the works

N20, CO, C02, CH4, C2H6, and H20.

by Menke[1984],Courtierand Talagrand[1987],Cohn
[1997],Courtieret al. [19931,
FisherandLary [1995],
validation of the model. However, Lary and Shallcross
Khattatovet al. [1999],and Lary [1999].
In this study no descriptionof atmospherictrans- [in press,2000] showedcomparison
with the observed
C1ONO2/HC1and NOx/HN03 ratiosand HBr obtained
data assimilationwasperformedusinga set of stacked, usingdata assimilationwith the AutoChem model and

port or convection has been used. Instead the 4D-VAR

independent, boxes. The boxes were stacked in the

the observations of ATMOS

equivalent-PV latitude theta flow tracking coordinate

showed that

in both

and other instruments

cases the model

and

falls well within

system[Laryet al., 1995a]at an equivalent
PV latitude the observederror bars. Likewise, later on in this paper
of 40øS. 40øS was chosen as we used data from the STS-

a detailed comparisonis given with insitu aircraft data

45/ATLAS 1 missionwhichwaslaunchedon March 24, from the StratosphericPhotochemistryAerosoland Dy1993 from the Kennedy Space Center. During its 8 namicsExperiment(SPADE).
days of operation, the ATMOS instrument made observationsspanninga substantialportion of the globe. The
53 measurements

taken

at orbital

2.2

Choice

of Observations

sunrise covered the

midlatitude and equatorial regionsof the Earth from

Care needs to be taken when performing model data
comparisonsthat like is comparedwith like. So in this
25øS to 55øS. For the duration of ATLAS-1 the equiva- study very careful data selection was performed to enlent PV latitude for which the vertical profiles covered sure that it really is suitable to use the observationswe
the largest range of altitudes, and for which the largest have used in our analysis. For example, atmospheric
number of specieswere observed,was centeredon about propane and acetone have been measured and would
40øS. The assimilation window used was 1-day so that have been useful, but as we use very strict selectioncriwe can have one complete diurnal cycle.
teria in a flow tracking coordinatesystem (equivalent
30øS to 30øN. The 41 sunset observations

were made at

PV latitude and theta) and local solar time, unfortu2.1

nately none were available for our analysisperiod. The

Validation

two data setswe haveused(ATMOS and SPADE) inSince the concentrationsof the hydrocarbons used is
such a crucial factor in the reliability of the analysis
presented here, Figure 1 shows a comparisonof the
analysesproducedwith data assimilationfor C2H6 and
CH4 and the ATMOS observations. We can see that
in both

cases the model

falls well within

the observed

error bars. Spacedoesnot here permit to give further

clude simultaneous observationsof many species. To
the best of our knowledge,there are no simultaneous
measurementsof NMHC or carbonyls;that is the only
reason that they were not used. We would, of course,
rather that such observations were available to us, as
then

we could

better

constrain

the

calculations.

We

have used such rigorous selection criteria as it is vital
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for us to comparelike with like, otherwisethe comparison is rather

worthless.

2.3 A Unique Feature of Data Assimilation

It is worth noting something about the technique of
data assimilation. It gives us indirect information on
all the specieswithin the chemical scheme via our theoretical model. This is a unique and powerful feature of
this type of analysis. It is not just a simple model observation comparison,it is an optimized fit of the model to
all of the observations.This unobservedspecieinformation may of coursemay be incompleteif our model is incomplete,but as we can seefrom tile SPADE study the
shapesof diurnal cyclesand the partitioning of species
contains information on other, nonobserved,species.

3. Hydrocarbon Oxidation and the
Possibility of Autocatalysis
The Earth's atmosphereis strongly oxidizing, and so
hydrocarbonsreleasedinto the atmosphereare oxidized.
This eventually leads to the production of CO,2. Figure 2 shows schematically the oxidation of methane,
ethane, and propane.
Tile oxidation is usually initiated by the abstraction
of a hydrogen atom from the hydrocarbon by reaction

R

P

CHa
C2Hr,

H
CH3

c3a?

C2H5

NO•

HOBr

with OH, O(1D), or C1. Althoughfor muchof the tropospherethe abstrm'tion by OH is the most important,
in the upper troposphereand lower stratospherethe abstraction by C1 bec•nnessignificant,even dominant. In
regions where we have had chlorine activation on cold
s•tr'faces,then abstraction by C1 also dominates.
The alkyl radicals (CH3, C2Hs, or C3H7 generically
refereedto as R) formed by hydrogenabstraction will

)2

immediatelyadd to 02 to form a peroxyradical (RO2).
Peroxy radicals formed in the lower stratosphere or
upper troposphere will react witt• NO, C10, or BrO,
thereby coupling RO, with N()• C10•, and BrOw, to
yield an alkoxy radical RO. Including these RO2 re-

actionscan significantlyalter the OH/HO2, NO/NO2, Figure 2. A schematicrepresentationof •nethane,
C1/C10, and Br/BrO ratios. Fox'tile alkoxyradicals ethane, and propane oxidation.
investigated here, reaction with O2 will dominate. For

CHaO, C2HsO and n-CaH70, HO2 and RCHO will be
fbrmed. Where RO is i-Call70 acetone and HO2 will

production.As the diagramin Figure2 shows,they are

also the radicals forrned in the autocatalysis where the
be formed. The aldehydeswill be photolyzed. Primarily producingHCO radicals, which on reaction with O2 carbonylsare fragrnented,anotherkey issuefor HO•
generateCO and HO2, and anotheralkyl radical, which production.This autocatalysisbecomesa more significan feedback into the cycledepictedin Figure 2, giving cant sourceof CHa as you go downthe seriesof alkanes
from C2 to C3, etc. So correctly modeling the alkyl
more OH.
radical concentrationsis one of central importance, and
has not be giventhe attention it deservesto date.
3.1 Importance of Alkyl, R, Radicals

It shouldbe ernphasisedthat the alkyl radicals, R, are 3.2 Source of R Radicals and Hence OH
the first stepin hydrocarbonoxidationoncea hydrogen
has been abstracted from the alkanes. So their formaWhat is seldomhighlightedis the fact that in the upt,ion representsone of the key initiation steps of H O• per troposphereand lower stratospherethe sourceof
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Figure 3. The calculated percentagecontribution for local solar noon on March 29, 1993, at

40øSof the variousreactionswhichproduce(a) CH3 (the backgroundshadingshowsthe total
contributionto CH3 productionfrom carbonyls),(b) C2H5, (c) HC1 (the backgroundshading
showsthe contributionto HC1productionfromorganicspeciesnot in moststratospheric
models),
and (d) HBr (the backgroundshadingshowsthe total contributionto HBr productionfrom
carbonyls). Obtained using data assimilationwith the AutoChem model of observationsof 15
speciesmeasuredby ATMOS and UARS, namely: 03, NO, NO2, N205, HNO3, HO•NO,•, HCN,
C10, C1ONO2, N•O, CO, CO2, CH4, C•H6, and H•O.

our R radicals (i.e. CH3, C2H5 etc.) from the de- catalysisbeing the catalysisof a reaction by one of its
composition of the carbonyls is often of comparable products.
magnitude, and sometimesgreater than that due to
Figure 3 showsthe calculated percentagecontributhe initial hydrocarbonhydrogenabstractionby OH, tion for local solar noon on March 29, 1992, at 40øS of
O(1D),or C1(Figure3). Forexample,
wehaveat least the reactionswhichproduceCH• (Figure3a) and C2H5
three sourcesof CH3 from carbonylcompounds,acetone (Figure 3b). Figure 3a showsthat in the upper tropo((CH3)•CO) photolysis[Gierczaket al., 1998;McKeen sphere and lower stratosphere one of most important
et al., 1997;Jaegl•et al., 1998],ethanal(CH3CHO)pho- sourcesof CH3 is the photolysisof CH3CHO which is
tolysis[Friedlet al., 1997],andthe reactionof NO with comparableto that due to the photolysisof acetone.
CH3CO•. Consequently,we have an effectiveautocatAcetone is a major source of HOx. For example,
alytic productionof OH with the carbonylcompounds Muller andBrasseur[1999]recentlyreportedmodelcalbeing the crucial intermediate species,and with auto- culationsthat suggestthat acetonephotooxidationrep-
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resentsa large, almost ubiquitous sourceof HOx in the

tion probabilitiesof [deGouwand Lovejoy,1998]apply

uppertroposphere(around20-40%of the total primary
sourcein the mainaircraftcorridors,polewardof 40øN),
•hile the convectiveinjectionsof peroxidesand aldehydesare the dominant sourcesin the tropics, above
the oceansand the continents,respectively.Muller and
Brasscur[1999]calculatedthat the presence
of acetone
might enhanceby about 20% the sensitivityof upper

to these processes,then this correspondsto an organic

tropospheric ozone to the current aircraft emissions of

will reducethe HNOa/NOy ratio. It is likely that this

aerosolsurfacearea in the range0.2 to 2/•m2 cm-a.
The measurements
of Novakovand Penner [1993]imply an organicsurfaceareaof the orderof 3/•m• cm-a;
it is therefore possiblethat there is a role for these processesin the atmosphere. The next most significant effect is the autocatalytic production of OH which in turn

will play a role if the product of the reaction probability

areaexceeds
9x10-4/•m 2 cm-a.
In the caseof C2H5, Figure 3b showsthat hydrogen andthe organicsurface
abstractionby C1 is an important sourceof C2H5. This Fruekildeet al. [1998]havealsoobservedthe formation
of carbonyls from_the ozono!ysisof a leaf surface.
•ga;....
h•;•
+he;.... +.... of hy•t•og•n•¬•r•tion by halogens.
RecentlyMurphy et al. [19981have reportedthat a
Figure 4 showsthe effect of a comparisonbetween very high fraction of tropospheric aerosolscontain orobservations and calculations obtained when the car-

ganic molecules; some presumably reside on the sur-

bonylsourcesof HO• are includedusingthe technique faceof the aerosols.Murphy et al. [1998]madein situ
of 4D-Var data assimilation.

Data assimilation allows

measurementsof the chemical composition of individual

us to simultaneously
use all the observations
together aerosol particles at altitudes between 5 and 19 kin. The
with our numerical model, to give us the best fit model measurements reveal that upper tropospheric aerosols
simulationto the observationsin a least squaressense. often containedmore organicmaterial than sulfate. NoIn some casesthere is an improvement when the car- vakovand Penner [1993], Sheridanet al. I1994], and

bonyl sourcesof HO• are included(namely, C10 and Novakovet al. [1997]collectedatmosphericparticlesin
HC1), and in othersthere is a slightworseningof the fit the mid-latitude upper troposphere and lower strato(morningOH). The comparisonis not conclusive.
sphere, and they found non sulfate materials including
The various curvescorrespondto progressivelymore
complete chemical schemes. The solid line is a full
methane oxidation scheme with 59 speciesand 366 reactions, the dashed curve is for a full methane-ethane
oxidation scheme with 74 speciesand 431 reactions, the
dot-dashed curve is for a full methane-ethane-propane
oxidation scheme with 89 species and 492 reactions,
the dot-dot-dashed

aerosolshave alsobeenmade, [e.g.,Middlebrooket al.,
1998; Shevchenko et al., 1999; Kavouras et al., 1998;

Vasconcellos
et al., 1998; Chen et al., 19971.

4. The Production

of Hydrogen

Halides

curve is for a full methane-ethane-

propane-etheneoxidation schemewith 107 speciesand
566 reactions. The overlyingdiamondswith error bars
are the SPADE

carbon rich substances.Other measurementsof organic

observations.

Several observationaland modeling studies have also
highlightedthe inability of the modelsto reproducethe
observedHBr profile. These include the work of Nolt

So two points are worth emphasizing. First, in the
upper troposphere and lower stratosphere the reaction
of C1 with C2H6 is much more important than the reaction of OH with C2H6. Second, the reaction of C1

et al. [1997],Chipperfield
et al. [19971,Johnsonet al.
[1995], and Carlotti et al. [1995]. The recent WMO
[1998]report concludes
that 30 km modelsusuallyoverpredict the C10/HC1 and HOC1/HC1 ratios.

with C2H6 producing the reservoir H C1 offsetsthe re-

Figure 3c showsthat in the troposphereit is calculated that the main sourceof HC1 is hydrogen abstrac-

action of C1 with 03. So we have additional pathways
for reducing the effectivenessof catalytic ozone lossby

tion by C1 from C2H6, CH4, and C2H5OH. As we approach the tropopause and then enter the lower stratosphere, it is calculated that the reaction of C1 with
CFHsOH becomesthe most important. The role of car3.3 Interaction With Organic Aerosols
bonyl compoundsis also important in the caseof HBr
D. J. Lary et al. (The potential role of carbonylpro- (Figure 3d).
duction on organic aerosols,submitted to Journal of
Geophysical
Research,1999) considerthe possibilityof
atmosphericorganic aerosolsinteracting with O3 lead- 5. Summary
ing to the formation of aldehydessuch as HCHO and
CHgCHO. They concludethat if organicaerosolsdo reCarbonyl compoundsare crucial intermediate species
lease carbonyls on reaction with 03, then one of the for the autocatalytic production of OH. It is calculated
m•st significant effects is likely to be the formation of that at around 20 km the CH3 production due to the
hydrogenhalides. It is likely that this will play a role if degradationof carbonylsis almost twice as much as that
the product of the reaction probability and the organic dueto the total directH abstraction
by OH, O(•D), and
surfacearea exceeds2x10-4 ]zm2 cm-3 If the teac- C1. This is particularly significantwhen we recall that

chlorine.
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Figure 4. 4D-Var analysisof SPADE data taken from the ER-2. The variouscurvescorrespond
to progressivelymore complete chemical schemes. The solid line is a full methane oxidation
schemewith 59 speciesand 366 reactions,the dashedcurveis for-a full methane-ethaneoxidation
schemewith 74 speciesand 431 reactions,the dot-dashedcurve is for a full methane-ethanepropaneoxidation schemewith 89 speciesand 492 reactions,and the dot-dot-dashedcurve is for

a full rnethane-ethane-propane-ethene
oxidationschemewith 107 speciesand 566 reactions.The

overlyingdiamonds
with errorbarsare the SPADEobservations.
(a)'OH, (b) HO2, (c) 03, (d)
NO2, (e) ClO, and (f) HC1.
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methods and the Kalman filter in meteorology, Tellus,

Set. A., •45A, 342-357, 1993.
clesin midlatitudesbelow 20 km [Lary, 1997; WMO,
deGouw, J., and E. Lovejoy, Reactive uptake of ozone by
1998]. In addition, at around10 km the photolysisof
liquid organic compounds, Geophys.Res. Left., 25, 931C2HsCHO contributesapproximately35% to the pro934, 1998.

duction of C2H5. Both CH3 and C2H5 are at the start
of the CH4 and C2H6 oxidation chains.
The reaction of Br with carbonyls is the dominant
source of HBr in the troposphere and lower strato-

DeMote, W. B., C. J. Howard, S. P. Sander, A. R. Ravishankara, D. M. Golden, C. E. Kolb, M. J. Hampson, R.
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Publ. 97-• 12, 1997.
sphere. It is therefore not surprisingthat many models Donahue, N., M. Dubey, R. Mohrschladt, K. Demerjian,
have not been able to reproduce the observed HBr proand J. Anderson, High-pressure flow study of the reactions OH+NOx- HNO•: Errors in the falloff region, J.
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Geophys. Res., 102, 6159-6168, 1997.
includedin the model calculations[Nolt et al., 1997;
Fisher, M., and D. Lary, Lagrangian 4-dimensional varia•,•w•,j•e•
et al, •'
r•o
• • •(•(•' Car!ot•i
tional data assimilation of chemical-species,Q. j. R. Meet al., 1995]. In short,carbonylcompounds
play a centeorol. Soc., 121, 1681-1704, 1995.
tral role in atmospheric chemistry.
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